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Abstract: In optics fabrication technologies such as computer controlled optical surfacing
(CCOS), accurate computation of the dwell time map plays an essential role in the deterministic
performance of the fabrication process. However, it is still difficult for existing methods to derive
smooth dwell time maps that reduce dynamic stressing on the machine especially at the aperture
edge region, while retaining fine correction capability on freeform optics. To answer these
challenges, we propose a new method based on Zernike decomposition and improved differential
evolution optimization of the dwell time map, which can be applied to time-dependent optics
fabrication processes such as fluid jet machining. Simulations and experiments based on a bi-
sinusoidal freeform design were carried out to assess the feasibility of the proposed methodology.
With appropriate fluid jet pressure, a bi-sinusoidal optical surface with demanding form error
target of sub-100 nm in peak-to-valley was achieved, showing a remarkable improvement on the
state-of-the-art, while keeping a good average surface roughness of 2.6 nm Ra on the optical
glass.
© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement
1. Introduction
In recent years, there has been a rapidly increasing demand for an ever wider array of advanced
optical systems, resulting in a strong need for accurate and efficient manufacturing of optics
with complex shapes, especially freeforms [1]. Diamond tool based single point cutting is a
deterministic optics fabrication method that can generate freeform optics with surface roughness
of 5∼10 nm Ra [2], but it highly relies on the positioning accuracy of the machine and sharpness
of the cutting tool [3]. Besides, diamond turning marks are unavoidable, and surface fracture can
be easily induced when processing brittle material such as glass or ceramics. Hence, various
computer-controlled optical surfacing (CCOS) methods have been developed over the past
decades including magnetorheological finishing [4], elastic emission machining [5], fluid jet
polishing [6], bonnet polishing [7], etc.
Among these, fluid jet polishing consists of pressurized slurry passing through a nozzle and
removing materials by impingement of the workpiece, and is considered a versatile process for
super fine finishing of small and complex components [8,9]. It possesses a number of merits
including: 1) absence of tool wear and edge effect due to the non-contact removal mechanism, 2)
ability to generate submillimeter removal footprint that adapt to complex surfaces. Owing to these
advantages, super fine finish without residual tool marks can be achieved when post-processing
diamond turned surfaces such as X-ray molding dies [10]. Nonetheless, this technology could
bring higher added-value in industry if it could be applied to direct fabrication of freeform
optical surfaces with ultraprecise form error (peak-to-valley < 100 nm) in a fully automated and
deterministic manner, rather than mere post-polishing.
As a CCOS method, the fluid jet scan feed can be controlled to produce “equivalent dwell” at
discrete positions of the workpiece. The resulting material removal map can be computed by 2D
convolution of the dwell time map and removal footprint (termed here as the influence function).
Hence, reverse calculation of dwell time is a deconvolution problem that greatly influences the
ability of realizing highly detailed and accurate surfaces. To remove residual form error, previous
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researches have proposed several methods to compute dwell time for CCOS methods. According
to literature review, the most popular algorithms for solving the dwell time are the convolution
iterative method and Fourier transform [11]. The convolution iterative method proposed by
Jones et al. [12] is based on the 2D convolution algorithm and a computation loop for updating
dwell time. This method has fast computation speed but limited accuracy and convergence rate,
sometimes even failing to converge [13]. To avoid divergence, a damping factor can be introduced
when updating dwell time for the next iteration. However, the factor is not constant and varies
case-by-case, making the method difficult to harness for the average user. A modified version
with self-adaptive damping factor was proposed, and realized a high convergence ratio and fast
solution speed for large aperture optics according to their simulation [14]. As the second main
type of solving algorithm, the Fourier transform method converts the 2D convolution process
into a product problem in frequency domain [15]. However, negative dwell time are usually
generated by this method, and computation can again fail to converge to a satisfactory solution.
In another commonly used approach, the discrete convolution is transferred to a linear equation
model [16], namely Ax= b, and the dwell time vector x is obtained through least-squares (LSQR)
algorithm. Basically, this method describes the removal footprint and tool path in a large
coefficient matrix A with rows equal to the total number of observation points in the surface error
matrix b and columns equal to the number of tool path points [17]. Because A is usually large
scaled and ill-posed with a large condition number, Tikhonov regularization has been adopted to
obtain a stable solution [18]. Based on this method, a damping factor was also introduced to
obtain a high convergence rate [19]. Nevertheless, the computation load is very large and the
damping factor remains unfixed depending on the tool path and the target to achieve. Experience
indicates that a small factor results in a small residual error in the central region while causing
a remarkably large error at the edge, which leads to a smaller clear aperture for the produced
optical components in practice. Considering this kind of edge problem is induced in optimization
by conventional deconvolution algorithm, the inclusion of an extra marginal factor was attempted
to control the edge accuracy [11]. Besides, with a small damping factor, serious oscillation
is generated on the dwell time map, which poses a huge mechanical burden for the polishing
machine and challenges the machine dynamics. This is because the high-frequency component
of dwell time map leads to high-frequency variation in feed velocities [17], acceleration and jerk,
thus imposing dynamic restrictions on the machine tool [20]. On the contrary, a large damping
factor contributes to a smooth but very large residual error which means this method is rarely the
best approach. From the above literature review, it is clear that a better approach is needed to
derive optimum solutions of dwell time, that does not over burden the machine and keeps high
fidelity at the edge, for deterministically fabricating freeform optics on brittle materials such as
optical glass or ceramics.
Zernike polynomials are a popular tool to analyze the aberration in the design procedure
of freeform optics [21,22]. In this study, Zernike polynomials are innovatively utilized in the
fabrication stage to generate freeform optics. Specifically, from a starting potential dwell time
map based on the formulated volumetric removal rate and Zernike decomposition, a differential
evolution algorithm is then adopted to find the optimum dwell time map by adjusting each order
of Zernike polynomial with the target of achieving the minimum residual error. Since the mapped
Zernike dwell time possesses freeform features, it is evenly smooth over the entire area without
high-frequency oscillation or steep steps. Consequently, it is very advantageous for the machine
as feeds are smooth. The significantly large error at the edge region observed in the general
LSQR method with damping factor can be completely eliminated. Besides, fast convergence rate
with residual error below 100 nm PV can be achieved with the new approach.
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2. Methodology for Zernike mapping of optimum dwell time
2.1. DFJ principle
The basic principle of deterministic fluid jet (DFJ) fabrication is to utilize high pressure fluid jet
to fabricate the optical workpiece in ductile mode and remove materials in a deterministic manner
so as to obtain a super finished surface. In specific, fluid jet mixed with water and abrasive
particles is delivered from a pump to a converging nozzle of outlet diameter in the range of
0.1∼2.0mm [10]. When impinging a static location, the fluid jet generates a concave spot termed
as influence function, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Typically, the fluid jet head is clamped on a robot arm
to achieve flexibility in aligning with the workpiece normal vector, whilst the optical workpiece
contours are followed with translational axes of the machine. In a dynamic situation, as the
influence function with center point P (i, j) moves along a designated trajectory that is discretized
by the black points shown in Fig. 1(b), the surrounding material is removed. Mathematically,
the removal amount is the convolution of the jet influence function and equivalent dwell time at
the corresponding discrete locations. Given the target of a freeform shape to be machined, an
optimum set of dwell times for these discrete points needs to be determined.
Fig. 1. (a) Principle of fluid jet fabrication, (b) illustration of material removal based on
influence function.
2.2. Zernike mapping method
Due to its rotationally symmetric aspect, the influence function generated with a nozzle smaller
than 0.5mm diameter can be well described by a Gaussian distribution in the influencing area of
fluid jet, namely:
Zinf(wxy · x,wxy · y) = wA · A · e
−(x2+y2)
B (1)
where x, y ∈[-Rinf , Rinf]; The coefficient A determines the removal depth, and B is related to the
spot width of the influence function. In addition, wxy and wA are scale factors that are used in this
study to adjust the influence area and removal depth, respectively.
With the identified influence function, the conventional LSQR method with damping factor
has been widely used to calculate the dwell time [19,23]. However, to achieve a sufficiently small
residual error, the derived dwell time map has the same level of smoothness as the removal map
over the target area and generates especially large error at edges. In our approach, the starting
initial dwell time map is derived from the volumetric removal rate (VRR), which inherits smooth
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features in the case of freeform surfaces without steps, since it can be practically determined by:











where ZT is the removal height of freeform optical surface at position (XT, YT); td is the dwell
time of static influence function; ∆x and ∆y are the point spacing and track spacing, respectively,
as shown in Fig. 1(b).
According to the Preston law, VRR is proportional to P·V where P is the pressure in the area of
influence function and V is the velocity of abrasive particle. In DFJ process, the pressure P of
fluid jet is inherently coupled with the velocity V through the Bernoulli equation. In theory, the
dynamic pressure of fluid is proportional to the square of velocity. Based on this, the VRR of
DFJ can be expressed in the following form:
VRR = k0PV = kp(P − P0)m (4)
where k0 is the Preston constant; kp and m are coefficients that need to be identified. P0 is the
threshold pressure to initiate material removal.
The VRR based dwell time derivation features a typical smoothness equivalent to that of the
target freeform profile, which is beneficial to keeping within machine dynamic characteristics
like maximum acceleration and jerk properties. According to our experience, this method is
capable of converging form error with a spatial content larger than the influence spot width, but
struggles to reach below 100 nm peak-to-valley (PV) due to small fluctuations in pre-processing
characteristics (instant jet pressure and abrasives density) that typically leave a signature with
spatial content smaller than the influence spot. With the VRR based dwell time as the starting
basis, the new approach with adjustable Zernike terms is to further optimize dwell time to achieve
as minimum residual form error as possible.
According to Eq. (2), the dwell time tdVRR at location (XT, YT) is proportional to the freeform
target ZT. Therefore, it can be approximated with Zernike polynomials that are mathematically




[am, n · Zmn (ρ, ϕ) + bm, n · Z−mn (ρ, ϕ)] (5)
where m and n are integers; The number of Zernike terms, namely the index number j according
to OSA/ANSI [24], is [n(n+ 2)+m]/2; ϕ is the azimuthal angle, ρ is the radial distance in unit
area (normalized as 0< ρ <1); According to the definition, even and odd Zernike terms are
expressed by:
Zmn (ρ, ϕ) = Rmn (ρ) · cos(mϕ) (6)
Z−mn (ρ, ϕ) = Rmn (ρ) · sin(mϕ) (7)





(−1)k · (n − k)!
k! · ( n−m2 − k)! · ( n+m2 − k)!
· ρn−2k (8)
Due to the orthogonal property of Zernike polynomials in unit area, the coefficients in Eq. (5)










tVRRd (ρ, ϕ) · Z−mn (ρ, ϕ)ρdρdϕ (10)
where εm=2 if m= 0, otherwise is 1.
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Consequently, the dwell time tdVRR can be initially approximated at the first step (i= 0) by
substituting Eqs. (6-10) into Eq. (5), and with the addition of adjustable coefficients to the




[kaim, n · am, n · Zmn (ρ, ϕ) + kbim, n · bm, n · Z−mn (ρ, ϕ)] (11)
where kam, ni and kbm, ni are the adjustable coefficients to be optimized; For the first step i= 0,
0tdZK=tdVRR as the initial values are kbm, n0 = kbm, n0 = 1.




... F(h2,N2) . . .
F(hM1,N2)
...










where hl is the lth row of influence function Zinf (x, y) which is sampled based on the discrete
points shown in Fig. 1(b). Hence, its size is (M1,M2)=(Rinf /∆x, Rinf /∆y). The size of dwell time
vector itdZK is (N1, N2)=(R/∆x, R/∆y) where R is the aperture radius of optical workpiece. The
first matrix on the left of equation is a 2D convolution kernel matrix with N1 matrix columns and
N2 columns in each submatrix F(h1, N2) which is constructed by 1D convolution kernel [11].
Thus, the total size of the expansion matrix in Eq. (12) is ((N1+M1−1)*(N2+M2−1), N1*N2),
and the size of convolution result Z is ((N1+M1−1)*(N2+M2−1), 1). Note that its size is larger
than the size of freeform target ZT due to the dwell of influence function at the edge region. By
reshaping Z to (N1+M1−1, N2+M2−1) and cropping to the same size as ZT, namely (N1, N2),
the convolution result iZTZK of removal in the freeform target area for the ith step of the evolved
dwell time itdZK can be obtained.
2.3. Differential evolution optimization
To find the optimum dwell time, the result of ith step is derived from the (i-1)th step, by means
of improved differential evolution optimization algorithm, which is an efficient evolutionary
optimization algorithm motivated by natural selection [25]. To achieve this, the adjustable
coefficients kam, ni and kbm, ni that determine the proportion of (m, n) Zernike polynomials are
regarded as the population, the total number of which is equal to the Zernike index number j.
For each population, its size is chosen as M. During the optimization process, the value of every
individual in each population is experienced within the designated range [ks, ke]. Initially, for the
first generation i= 0 values are selected randomly within the range. As the generations proceed,
new individual values are generated through mutation operation and cross over (mimicking
natural selection). The best individuals are selected from the population at the ith generation, on
the basis of minimum residual error within the area of interest. Thus, compared with the target
freeform surface, the cost function is defined as:
Obj = min{| |(XT ,YT ,ZT) − (XT ,YT , iZTZK)| |2} (13)
where | | | | is the Euler operator, describing the distance between optimized and target surface
profiles.
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On condition that the generation reaches the maximum number G, the best individual values
are selected as kam, nG and kbm, nG. By substituting into Eq. (11), the optimum dwell time GtdZK
for all locations (XT, YT) can be finally obtained. With the optimized Zernike based dwell time
map, any arbitrary machining path can be planned [26], as long as it goes through all the sampled
discrete points without repetition. This is because the dwell time map is smooth and continuous
over the entire target surface.
3. Simulation and validation
Simulations were conducted to validate the feasibility and advantages of the proposed approach.
The flowchart of the Zernike based optimization process of dwell map is shown in Fig. 2, and
summarized by the following steps:
• Given the freeform surface target (XT, YT, ZT), the initial dwell time map is calculated from
Eq. (2) and the volumetric removal rate predicted by Eqs. (3-4) using process parameters,
especially pressure (Eq. 4).
• Zernike decomposition of the obtained initial dwell time map is performed, serving as
the 0th generation of dwell time map (0tdZK by Eq. 5) before executing the optimization
process.
• The 1st generation of dwell time map is constructed by setting the coefficients (kam, ni and
kbm, ni) of Zernike terms as initial random numbers within the range [ks, ke].
• Forward convolution is carried out between the influence function and dwell time map
along the path trajectory, and the results are given by (XT, YT, itdZK) through Eq. 12.
Residual error is calculated (Eq. 13) by registering with the designed freeform target.
• Differential evolution optimization is carried out to update the Zernike dwell time map
until residual error satisfies the tolerance, or maximum number of generation is reached.
The optimum Zernike dwell time map is finally obtained as (XT, YT, jtdZK), where j ≤G.
As proof of concept, the simulated removal target is a freeform bi-sinusoidal surface on optical
glass typically used for 2D optical encoder application [27], expressed as:
ZT = Am · [cos(2pi
λ
· XT) + cos(2pi
λ
· YT)] − A0 (14)
where x2+y2≤6.252; Am is the amplitude coefficient, and A0 is a bulk removal offset. λ is the
wavelength of the pattern. In this specific case, Am=0.1 µm, A0=0.7 µm, and λ=5mm. The
parameters of influence function expressed in Eq. (1) are set as A= 0.03, B= 1. A raster path is
adopted with point spacing of 0.2mm and track spacing of 0.05mm. In fabricating this freeform
surface with PV amplitude of 0.4 µm according to Eq. (14), the target residual error is sub-100 nm
in PV, and below 5 nm in root-mean-square (RMS).
The maximum number of generation G is set to a high value of 200, to guarantee full
convergence. The index number j of Zernike terms is 200. Therefore, the number of population
is 200, and the size of each population, G, is 60. The optimization range for each individual
kam, ni or kbm, ni is [0.2, 5], which means the evolved coefficients will be between 0.2 and 5
times the initial coefficient value of 1. This range was established through trial and error in
the initial stage, so as to maximize convergence while avoiding unnecessary calculation steps.
By executing the above flowchart, the convergence curve of the objective function (Eq.13) with
respect to the generation number is plotted in Fig. 3(a). It can be seen that the objective quickly
converges within 50 generations with the value dropping from 3e−6 to 0.1e−6, indicating that the
proposed framework for dwell time optimization is functioning correctly. After 200 generations,
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of Zernike based dwell map optimization for freeform optics generation.
the coefficients of Zernike terms kam, ni and kbm, ni are finally obtained and plotted in Fig. 3(b),
where the Zernike index is j= [n(n+ 2)+m]/2. Wide variations compared with the initial value of
1 can be noticed.
Fig. 3. (a) Convergence of objective cost function, (b) Optimized coefficients of Zernike
terms.
The evolution of residual error with respect to the generation number is evaluated in Fig. 4.
For the 0th generation (VRR method, before optimization), the PV value of the residual error is
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66 nm, with a sinusoidal shape clearly resembling the removal target, albeit on a smaller scale.
The RMS value is calculated to be 34 nm. At 1st generation, the residual error becomes irregular
since the coefficients of Zernike terms are randomly selected. Nonetheless, after 25 generations
of the optimization, the PV value of residual error has been improved by 5 folds, evidence of
which can be also found in the convergence curve in Fig. 3(a). The RMS value is significantly
lowered to 2.3 nm accordingly. The residual error further reduces at 50 generations, and seems to
remain stable afterwards. At 200 generations, the residual error has been significantly minimized
to 12 nm in PV, as shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4. The evolution of residual error with respect to generation number (axis units: mm).
The results of VRR method (before optimization), Zernike mapping optimization method, and
conventional iterative method (LSQR) are compared in Fig. 5, showing 3D and side views of
the result for each method. It can be seen that the VRR method results in a large form error
everywhere, while the conventional iterative method is able to minimize form error only in the
central region. A significantly larger error is formed close to the edge region, especially when
using a small damping factor as recommended in the literature. The corresponding RMS value is
characterized to be 16 nm. In addition, profiles through the workpiece center along X direction
were extracted from the three different dwell time maps, as plotted in Fig. 6(a). It can be found
that the LSQR dwell time wildly fluctuates as compared to the Zernike mapping method and
VRR method. Based on the discrete differential method, the corresponding feed velocities can be
accordingly obtained in Fig. 6(b). It shows significantly high feeds for the LSQR method, which
can lead to high dynamics when evaluating the acceleration and jerk (differential of acceleration)
as shown in Fig. 6(c) and (d), respectively. General LSQR method generates significantly higher
acceleration and jerk, which cannot be attained due to automated filtering by the controller to stay
within the dynamic envelope of the machine. In the VRR method and Zernike mapping method
these problems can be avoided, though the new Zernike approach possesses advantages of both
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VRR method and LSQR method in achieving minimum residual error together with moderate
machine feed fluctuations.
Fig. 5. Residual errors after dwell time computation by (a) VRR based approach, (b)
Zernike mapping optimization, (c) conventional iterative calculation (axis units: mm)
Fig. 6. (a) Dwell time profiles, (b) velocities, (c) acceleration, (d) jerk performances by
three methods through the workpiece center.
To demonstrate applicability of the proposed approach for different conditions of influence
function, RMS value of the residual error was investigated with respect to the removal rate and
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width of influence function, which are the two dominant characteristics in the DFJ process. When
the scale factor wA that determines the removal rate of influence function in Eq. 1 is applied, the
RMS value of the corresponding residual form error is evaluated as shown in Fig. 7(a). The small
deviation of results around the average of 2.4 nm in RMS indicates that residual error does not
depend much on the removal rate of the influence function. By keeping wA=1 but varying the
width factor wxy, the RMS value is also found to not dependent much on the width of influence
function either. However, it is noted that convergence speed is faster for larger width of influence
function. Building on these observations, high outlet pressure from the nozzle and larger nozzle
size can be applied to achieve equal level of accuracy in residual form error as conditions that
are more benign. However, the selection of process parameters may compromise the achievable
surface roughness quality, so an investigation of this aspect is included in the following section.
Fig. 7. RMS error with respect to (a) removal rate and (b) width of influence function.
4. Experimental demonstration
4.1. Setup
Experimental validation was carried out on a 7-axis machine (IRP200, Zeeko Ltd), as shown in
Fig. 8. The fluid jet head is perpendicular to the workpiece surface, the outlet of which is set 2mm
away from the workpiece. The nozzle diameter is 0.25mm. The adopted pressure in experiments
varies from 4 Bar to 16 Bar. The workpiece is an optical plano (material: BK7, flatness λ/4).
The slurry is a mix of pure water and Cerium oxide with 1.5 µm grit size and concentration
of 20 g/L. The surface form before and after polishing was measured by Fizeau interferometer
(Wyko NT4100) and the surface roughness was evaluated by white light interferometer (Wyko
NT2000). The experimental process parameters are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Experimental process parameters
Fluid Jet Pressure 4, 8, 12, 16 Bar Track spacing 0.05mm Abrasives CeO2
Nozzle diameter 0.25mm Point spacing 0.2mm Particle size 1.5 µm
Workpiece BK7 glass Max feed velocity 100mm/min Concentration 20 g/L
Aperture diameter 12.5mm Nozzle offset −2mm
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Fig. 8. Experimental setup for fluid jet fabrication of freeform optics.
4.2. Process investigation and parameter selection
Firstly, the effect of process parameter was investigated for parametric determination, by generating
influence functions and raster machining of small regions. The adopted fluid jet pressures are 4
Bar, 8 Bar, 12 Bar and 16 Bar, with dwell time of 40 s, 20 s, 10 s and 10 s, respectively. The
dwell time was selected so as to obtain a measurable depth of influence function by Fizeau
interferometer, which is then normalized to VRR. The generated influence functions are plotted
in the first row of Fig. 9, showing an increasing trend in removal depth as function of pressure.
Using the four pressures, raster machining in small regions of 4mm × 4mm was performed
for 40 s each, and the corresponding removal maps are shown in the second row of Fig. 9. By
comparison, it can be found that removal under pressure of 4 Bar is negligible, and deepest under
pressure of 16 Bar. Measurement and characterization of surface roughness are shown in the
third row of Fig. 9. A smooth surface can be obtained below 12 Bar, whereas some waviness
tends to appear at 16 Bar.
Based on these tests, trends for volumetric removal rate (VRR) and achievable surface quality
are shown in Fig. 10. The VRR values are calculated by Eq. (3), and experimental data matches
very well with the trend predicted from Eq. (4), where the coefficients kp and m are identified as
2.27e−6 and 2.21 through best fit, and the threshold pressure P0 is 4 Bar. Surface quality was
evaluated by characterizing the roughness. For each pressure, five sample locations in the small
polished region (Fig. 9) were measured. The surface roughness with error bar is plotted in terms
of fluid jet pressure, as shown in Fig. 10(b). A more or less linearly increasing trend in surface
roughness with pressure can be observed. However, it is noteworthy that the surface roughness
at 12 bar is not much worse than compared with that at 8 bar, while VRR at that pressure is
significantly higher. At 16 bar, although highest VRR can be obtained, some waviness (Fig. 9) was
observed which contributes to the larger surface roughness value. Consequently, by considering
both the machining efficiency and surface quality, 12 bar was selected as a reasonable pressure
parameter for generation of freeform optics, as will be presented in the following section.
4.3. Deterministic fabrication of freeform optics
In this section, a typical bi-sinusoidal freeform optical surface with the same parameters as in
Eq. 14 was machined experimentally on glass (BK7 material) with radius of 6.5mm. A raster
path was planned with point spacing ∆x of 0.2mm and track spacing ∆y of 0.05mm, as shown in
Fig. 11(a). The fluid jet pressure was set to 12 Bar, and the same slurry as used in section 4.2
was adopted. Based on the proposed approach, the optimum Zernike dwell time map (XT, YT,
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Fig. 9. Influence functions (1st row), planar removal (2nd row) and surface roughness (3rd
row) under different fluid jet pressures.
Fig. 10. (a) Volume removal rate (VRR), and (b) surface roughness under different pressures.
GtdZK) was computed. Then, feed velocity along the path was moderated to be consistent with
dwell time mapping, which can be expressed by (XT, YT, ∆x/GtdZK). The corresponding feed
velocity moderation along x-axis of the machine (direction of blue arrow in Fig. 11(a)) is drawn
in Fig. 11(b). The total machining time is about 2 hours.
Freeform optical surfaces were machined according to both VRR method and the proposed
approach. The resulting surface forms were measured by Fizeau interferometer. Although it
has very high nominal accuracy, minor uncertainty exists between each measurement because
of random variations such as noise, external vibration, etc. Based on a statistical evaluation of
single measurements for the adopted interferometer, the discrepancy in PV for the fabricated
bi-sinusoidal surface is basically around± 5 nm. However, when measuring surface form by
Fizeau interferometer, standard deviation of the PV can be reduced to less than 1 nm by taking
the average of multiple measurements [28]. Consequently, the final measured surface forms
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Fig. 11. (a) Raster path planning for freeform surface generation, (b) Moderation of feed
velocity based on optimized Zernike dwell time map.
shown in Fig. 12(a) and 12(b) were obtained by taking 8 measurements and averaging in the
software, which provides sufficient accuracy for comparative analysis of the fabricated surfaces
using different methods. After best-fit 3D spatial registration with the ideal bi-sinusoidal surface,
residual form error of the VRR method is shown in Fig. 12(c). The residual form error inherent to
VRR can be clearly seen to agree with the prediction in Fig. 4. The PV value of this residual error
is evaluated to be about 150 nm. By comparison, in case of the Zernike mapping constructed
by the new approach after 200 generations, the residual form error is significantly reduced and
characterized to be only± 28 nm in the central region. The slightly larger form error at one side
of the region is considered to be caused by drift of the fluid jet pressure, as it was controlled
Fig. 12. Fabricated bi-sinusoidal freeform optical surfaces by (a) VRR method before
optimization, (b) new approach, and residual errors by (c) VRR method before optimization,
(d) new approach.
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by an open loop in this study. Better performance is expected if the DFJ is controlled by a
closed-loop system [29]. In addition, optical surface quality on the BK7 glass was obtained with
final roughness of 2.6 nm± 0.14 nm.
Furthermore, to validate the performance of proposed method when applied to freeform
surfaces with larger amplitude, a bi-sinusoidal surface with 1.5 µm in PV was designed and
fabricated. Using the same measurement methodology, the obtained surface form is drawn in
Fig. 13(a), showing a good sinusoidal freeform surface. The side view in XZ plane is shown in
Fig. 13(b). By registration with the designed surface, the form error is shown in Fig. 13(c) in the
same range for comparison with the designed amplitude. Through the enlarged view in the inset
of Fig. 13(c), the residual PV error is found to be well controlled within± 55 nm, with an RMS
error of 19 nm for the entire surface.
Fig. 13. (a) Fabricated bi-sinusoidal freeform optical surfaces with 1.5 µm in PV by new
approach, (b) side view in XZ plane, (c) residual error compared to the design surface.
5. Summary
In this paper, a new approach for mapping the optimum dwell time was presented that enables
ultra-precise generation of freeform optics by deterministic fluid jet (DFJ) fabrication. Zernike
polynomials were innovatively utilized in the fabrication planning stage to construct the optimum
dwell time map and show high potential in fabrication of accurate freeform optics. The residual
error is remarkably reduced compared with the traditional volumetric removal rate (VRR) based
method. Owing to the inherently smooth and continuous properties of Zernike polynomials over
the entire target surface, the optimum dwell mapping is smooth with regard to feed motion of
the machine. Besides, the new approach does not generate the large residual error at the edge
region associated with the conventional iterative methods. Following some process investigation,
experimental validation was conducted by fabricating typical freeform bi-sinusoidal optics.
Benefiting from the new approach, residual error of the freeform surface was significantly lowered
down to sub-100 nm in peak-to-valley value, with a final surface roughness of 2.6 nm on optical
BK7 glass. It is noteworthy that the proposed methodology is not limited to DFJ process, but
also potentially applicable to other deterministic time-dependent fabrication processes such as
additive manufacture of optical components.
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